GO WITH THE LEADER.

For more than 60 years Hutch suspensions have been the standard by which all trailer suspensions are measured.

Hutch suspensions have the highest degree of durability and performance that’s available today. The 9600 and 9700 trailer suspensions are available with either fabricated or cast steel spring hangers. Huck fasteners are standard at the center rocker hanger connection.

And now you can specify the 9600 and 9700 series suspensions with a Tank Option Package.

Fabricated suspension options include:
A Cast Rockers
B Spring seats with 1/2” top plates
C Cast radius rod eye ends

Cast steel suspension options include:
D Spring seats with 1/2” top plates
E Cast radius rod eye ends
F Wear pad liners in the front and rear hangers

For more information on the advantages of using the Hutchens Industries Tank Trailer Option Package on your tank trailers call us toll free at:

1(800) 654-8824


215 N. Patterson Ave. I Springfield, MO 65802-2206